It is interesting to compare the table with the results of plotting graphically s =vt, where s, v, t are directed numbers with assigned zeros, as suggested by Professor T. P. Nunn in his Teaching qf Algebra and Trigonometry (Longmans). It condenses the results of that method into a tabular form. The one method, however, appears to emphasise the inevitable form of the result while disguising the vector nature of the quantities, while the other emphasises this vector nature of the quantities and disguises the generality of the result.
The chief advantages of the method from a pedagogical point of view seem to be:
(1) That the fundamental idea of directed numbers as previously considered by the pupil, namely that of ' order,' is used. (2) That the fundamental idea of multiplication, namely that of repeated addition, is used. (3) That the idea of continuity plays an important part. To write the multiplication table for positive factors in this compact form first occurred to the writer in preparing for publication A First Book of Arithmetic (Macmillan) some years ago.
I believe that at the present time we introduce our pupils to negative quantities much too early in the algebraic course, and in this way they lose the beauty of the whole conception.
To my mind it would be much better to follow more closely the historical development in the construction of our curriculum and syllabuses, and to cover the content of much of the algebraic course before undertaking the formal treatment of negative quantities.
In this way, the tremendous unifying and generalising power of the extension of number would make a powerful appeal to the pupil and prepare him for similar instances in his future work. Is it not the discovery of the extension of the boundaries of number and similar concepts which has constituted the genius of the work of most of the world's greatest mathematicians ? S. LISTER. West Leeds High School.
[L1. 1. e.] Conical Projection of a Conic.
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The laborious methods of many draughtsmen suggest that they are unaware that to obtain the conical projection of an original conic it is never necessary to project more than three properly selected points in the plane of the original MATHEMATICAL NOTES.
conic. If, while the original conic is either a circle, ellipse, parabola or hyperbola, the projection conic lies on either an ellipse, parabola or hyperbola, the number of points necessary to select and project will be the maximum, viz. three. It is proposed here to point out several ways of properly selecting three points in such cases, though for lack of room it will only be possible to particularise for cases in which the projection is an ellipse. The proposal thus restricted will be carried out if it is shown how to find on the original conic such points as project into the extremities of the principal (major and minor) axes of the projection ellipse.
The original conic ABCD is supposed to be lying in the plane of the figure. Let MN be the line in which the plane that is parallel to the plane of projection, and that contains V (the vertex of projection), cuts the plane of the figure. where a=-/= 2+ respectively. If A=1 and B=l, it is often said that higher tests are required; but, Iu t being finite <C, say, it can be rigorously proved that the series is divergent in the following simple manner. Consider the series whose terms are } , , 1, preceded by any kf+1 finite numbers. For this series ultimately v,,+l n-k-_ 1 k k <1 ---I VU n-k n n(n-k) n n' if k= 1 at least. * This is, of course, practically the same thing as U-+1A --+ --..., but wvithout involving an infinite series in its statement. involving an infinite series in its stateinent. A, B, etc., by A', B' , etc.
Proof. Denote projections of

Angle F'O'H' = FVH = F( V)H =90?. And, O being pole of MN, O' will be the centre of ellipse.
Lastly , OF and OH, on account of the selectibn of W and E, being conjugate  w.r.t. original conic, O'F' and O'H' will be conjugate w.r.t. the ellipse. Thus AB and CD project into principal axes. Case 2. T identical with Y. The construction only will be given here, the reader being asked to supply figure and proof for himself. Through O draw a line parallel to MN, cutting original conic in a and b.  If the original conic has a centre, produce the diam. TXO to cut conic again  at d. a, b, X, and, in the case of a central original conic, d, are (1) +a+a2+...,   (2) 1 -, 2-, 3-, ...,  A+1  B+1 where a=-/= 2+ respectively. If A=1 and B=l, it is often said that higher tests are required; but, Iu t being finite <C, say, it can be rigorously proved that the series is divergent in the following simple manner. Consider the series whose terms are } , , 1, preceded by any kf+1 finite numbers. For this series ultimately v,,+l n-k-_ 1 k k <1 ---I VU n-k n n(n-k) n n' if k= 1 at least. * This is, of course, practically the same thing as U-+1A --+ --..., but wvithout involving an infinite series in its statement. involving an infinite series in its stateinent. A, B, etc., by A', B' , etc.
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Lastly , OF and OH, on account of the selectibn of W and E, being conjugate  w.r.t. original conic, O'F' and O'H' will be conjugate w.r.t. the ellipse. Thus AB and CD project into principal axes. Case 2. T identical with Y. The construction only will be given here, the reader being asked to supply figure and proof for himself. Through O draw a line parallel to MN, cutting original conic in a and b.  If the original conic has a centre, produce the diam. TXO to cut conic again  at d. a, b, X, and, in the case of a central original conic, d, where a=-/= 2+ respectively. If A=1 and B=l, it is often said that higher tests are required; but, Iu t being finite <C, say, it can be rigorously proved that the series is divergent in the following simple manner. Consider the series whose terms are } , , 1, preceded by any kf+1 finite numbers. For this series ultimately v,,+l n-k-_ 1 k k <1 ---I VU n-k n n(n-k) n n' if k= 1 at least. * This is, of course, practically the same thing as U-+1A --+ --..., but wvithout involving an infinite series in its statement. involving an infinite series in its stateinent. A, B, etc., by A', B', n is indefinitely increased, the series Yu, is convergent,
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(1) If A<l, oi (2) if A=l, B>1; these being derived by comparison with the series (1) +a+a2+...,
(2) 1 -, 2-, 3-, ..., A+1 B+1
where a=-/= 2+ respectively. If A=1 and B=l, it is often said that higher tests are required; but, Iu t being finite <C, say, it can be rigorously proved that the series is divergent in the following simple manner. Consider the series whose terms are } , , 1, preceded by any kf+1 finite numbers. For this series ultimately v,,+l n-k-_ 1 k k <1 ---I VU n-k n n(n-k) n n' if k= 1 at least. * This is, of course, practically the same thing as U-+1A --+ --..., but wvithout involving an infinite series in its statement. involving an infinite series in its stateinent.
